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FOREWORD 
 

 
Significant role of IRS type Double Line Block instrument provides safe and punctual 
operation of train movements. This Block Instrument is compact in size and 
operation of the instrument is very simple. Upper needle indicate train movement 
from the station to advance station and lower needle from station at other end to this 
station. 
 
This handbook covers description of all three types of Block Instruments, SGE type 
Byculla make, IRS type Howrah make and modified SGE type PTJ make, Auto TOL 
feature in the system of Double Line Block working, installation and maintenance 
instructions, maintenance schedule etc. 
 
This Maintenance handbook will be helpful to signaling field staff to understand the 
installation, maintenance procedure and rectification of faults in better way. 
 
 
 
 
CAMTECH                                                                    A.R.TUPE   
GWALIOR                                                           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
DATE: 31.03.2015                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PREFACE 
 
 

On Indian Railways failures of Double Line Block Instrument affects the punctuality 
of trains. CAMTECH is continuously putting efforts in the field of documentation and 
up gradation of information on maintenance practices.  
 
This maintenance handbook has been prepared to disseminate knowledge amongst 
signalling field staff to understand the  installation, maintenance procedure and 
rectification of faults in better way.  
 
It is clarified that this handbook does not supersede any existing provisions laid 
down in “Signaling Engineering Manual”, Railway Board publication and RDSO 
publication. This handbook is not statutory and informations given in it are for the 
purpose of guidance only.    
 
We are sincerely thankful to Shri Narender Singh D.S.T.E./GWL/NCR, Shri Sudhir 
Kant S.S.E./Signal/GWL/NCR and Shri Ghasi Ram Rajput A.D.S.T.E./Agra/NCR and 
field personnel who helped us to prepare this maintenance handbook. 
 
Since technological upgradation and learning is a continuous process you may feel 
the need of some addition/modification in this handbook . If so, feel free to write us. 
We shall be highly thankful for your kind contribution. 
 
 
 
 
CAMTECH                                                                        D.K.MYADAV 
GWALIOR                                                                      DIRECTOR(S&T) 
DATE: 31.03.2015                           
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IRS TYPE DOUBLE LINE BLOCK INSTRUMENT 

 

1. Introduction: 
 

 On Double Line sections since token instrument cannot be utilized on account of uni-

directional traffic, the Authority to proceed for the driver is the “OFF” aspect of Last 

Stop Signal.  General Rule 4.42 lays down that the Last Stop Signal shall not be 

taken off for a train unless Line Clear has been obtained from the Block Station in 

advance.  It, therefore, becomes compulsory to interlock the Last Stop Signal of a 

Block station on Double Line with the Line Clear indication.   

 
 To ensure compliance with the rules, and for ensuring safety it thus becomes 

necessary to interlock Block Signals with Block Instruments, and, thus, we get, what 

is known as the Lock and Block working.  In this method the Signal and Block 

indications can never conflict.  The object of „Lock and Block‟ working is, thus, to 

ensure that a train which has been accepted and signalled forward must clear the 

section and also signals replaced to danger behind it before a following train can be 

accepted and signalled forward.  „Lock and Block‟ is defined as a system of Block 

Signalling wherein the passage of trains electrically controls the Block Instrument, 

which in turn electrically controls the signals. 

 
2. Types of Block Instrument and general description: 

 

There are 3 types of Double Line Block Instruments:- 

 
1)  SGE Type (Byculla Make) 

2) IRS Type (HWH Make) 

3) SGE Modified Type (PTJ Make) 

The main differences among them are:- 
i)  Contact arrangement 
ii)  Housing of components like polarised relay, Bell Assembly, Bell Relay, Telephone 
etc. 
iii) Design of TOL Lock (Mechanical stick or Electrical Stick). 
 
Though there are differences in the design aspect, all the three types are approved 
for use in RE and Non-RE sections.   
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A detailed study of SGE type Block Instruments is dealt in the foregoing paras. 
 
This is a three wire three position double line block instrument. The indications for the 
up and down directions are controlled by one wire each and the bell and telephone 
are worked by the third wire, earth being employed for return circuit. In cases where 
interference from extraneous currents is likely to occur, a metallic return may be 
provided for the block lines leaving the bell communication to be worked by earth 
return. 
 

       The instrument consists of two needle indicators placed one above the other. A 

commutator, with a bell-plunger threaded through its middle is provided below the 

bottom indicator. The single stroke bell for exchanging code of bell signals, is 

provided as a separate unit.  A front view of the instrument is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig.1:  Front View of SGE Double Line Block Instrument 

        In this double line block instrument, the indicator which is operated by the 

commutator is placed above to the commutator, and the commutator is operated only 
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by the advanced station operator when he receives a train. Therefore, the bottom 

indicator of the instrument which is nearest to the commutator refers trains coming 

from the adjacent station to which the instrument is connected and the top indicator 

refers to trains going to the adjacent station of the same Block section. 

      This is a simple block instrument wherein the advanced station operator has to 
operate the commutator of this instrument during the three stages of receiving a train 
i.e. 

 
        i.      while granting 'Line Clear'  
        ii.     when the train has entered the block section at the rear station and  

           iii     when the instruments are again normalised after the complete arrival of that  
train.   

 
By providing an electric lock on the commutator when it is in the "Train on Line" 
position and by adding other controls in the form of external circuits advantages of 
Lock & Block working are obtained electrically. The indications of the Bottom indicator 
correspond to the positions of the commutator.  
 

3. The parts of the instrument are described below:- 

Top Indicator (Upper Needle):   

It is a polarised indicator. The needle of the indicator normally hangs down vertically 

due to gravity, from its top, and points to "Line Closed" indicating on the dial.  This 

indicator is connected by a line wire to the bottom indicator (Lower needle) of the 

instrument at the other end of the Block Section so that whenever a battery is applied 

to this line by the commutator at the distant station (advanced station) being turned 

this indicator shows 'Line Clear' or 'Train on Line' according to the polarity on the line.  

When the commutator is operated and the battery negative on line energises this 

indicator, it deflects to right and the arrow points to 'Line Clear' indication on the dial.  

When battery positive on Line actuates the indicator, the needle deflects to left and 

points to 'Train On Line' indication.  As already said this indicator refers to train going 

away from the station into the concerned Block Section. The coil of this indicator is 

wound to a resistance of 140 Ohms and it works on an operating current of 17 to 25 

mA. 

 

4. Bottom Indicator (Lower Needle):   

        This is identical to the top indicator.  This being the indicator nearest to the 

commutator, is operated whenever the commutator is turned.  Whenever the train 

receiving station (advanced station) operates the commutator this indicator shows 
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'Line Clear' or 'Train On Line' depending on whether negative or positive polarity 

respectively is applied to Line through this indicator.  This indicator is connected 

electrically to the top indicator of the instrument at the rear station.  So, whenever the 

commutator is operated this indicator at the advanced station and the top indicator at 

the rear station show the same indications (which are of course dependent on the 

direction of the current on Line).  The coil of this indicator is also wound to a 

resistance of 140 Ohms and it works on an operating current of 17 to 25 mA. This 

indicator refers to trains coming towards the station.  This indicator is also known as 

TCF Indicator. 

 

5. Block Bell Relay:   

        A single stroke block bell is worked by a relay.  The resistance of this relay is 500 

Ohms and it requires a minimum operating current of 7.5 mA.  The relay and the bell 

form a separate unit.  The bell relay is worked by a separate line wire. 

6. Block Bell:   

        This is a single stroke bell actuated by the bell relay. The resistance of the bell coil is 

60 Ohms.  It requires a minimum operating current of 85 mA whenever the plunger at 

the distant station is pressed, this bell registers one beat. 

7. Bell Plunger:  

       This is threaded through the centre of the Commutator Handle.  The metallic end of 

this plunger rod normally bridges, two springs, one connected to the bell relay coil 

and the other to the bell line. When the plunger is pushed in, its end breaks the 

normal connection and connects the line spring to another spring which is connected 

to the bell battery positive.  Thus every time the plunger is pressed, the battery 

positive is applied on the bell line completing the circuit through the bell relay at the 

distant station and earth.  Thus the bell at the distant station is actuated when the 

plunger is pressed. 

8. Commutator Handle:   

        Commutator Handle turns to 200 left and to 200 right from the vertical position, marked 

by an arrow.  The movement of the Handle causes the Commutator Disc and the 

Commutator to turn.  The Bell plunger is threaded through the centre of the 

Commutator Handle.  A disc called Commutated Disc mounted below the Bottom 

Indicator in the middle of the instrument is attached to the Commutator Handle.  A pin 

called Commutator Pin on the Bell plunger when at rest passes through this 

Commutator Disc and the back of the front cover plate and therefore, prevents the 
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Commutator from being turned. When the plunger is pressed, The pin moves out of 

the back of the plate thus releasing the Commutator for its operation.  The 

Commutator Handle can not be turned from one position to the other unless the Bell 

plunger is pressed.  This means every time the Commutator has to be turned, the 

Bell plunger must be pressed.  Incidentally Single stroke Bell is actuated at the other 

end drawing the attention of the SM, whenever the Commutator is turned. 

8A.     Commutator:   

           To bring 'Line Clear' indication in the bottom indicator of that instrument and the top 

indicator of the interconnected instrument, the Commutator Handle is turned 

clockwise through about 200 from Normal (Line Closed).   

          It is turned anti-clockwise through the same angle from the mid-position to get the 

'Train On Line' indication in the respective indicators. The commutator disc moves 

over a spring loaded ball at its bottom which gives easy movement to the 

commutator.    

          A fan shaped ebonite plate is attached to the commutator disc.  This plate carries four 

commutator segments.  There are six commutator springs, mounted in front of the 

commutator segment bearing plate.  In the 'Line Closed' position of the commutator 

the contact segments are free of the commutator springs.   

          The first and sixth springs, as seen from the back are connected to earth, the third 

and fourth springs to the line, the second spring to battery positive and the fifth spring 

to battery negative.  When the commutator is turned to the 'Line Clear' position, the 

top contact segment on the left (as viewed from the back) puts through the battery 

positive to earth and the bottom segment on the right connects battery negative to 

line.  This negative polarity is connected to line through the bottom indicator of the 

instrument.   

          This brings 'Line Clear' indication via the bottom indicator at the advanced station and 

the top indicator of the rear station instrument.  When the commutator is turned to the 

'Train On Line' position, the top contact segment on the right connects battery 

negative and Earth springs and the bottom contact segment on the left connects 

battery positive and line springs.   

          Thus the polarity to line is reversed and the indications of the indicators of the two 

instruments of the section also change to “Train On Line”. In the 'Train On Line' 

position of the commutator, the top contact segment on the left puts through two 

other springs.  This contact is included in the Block Clearance Circuits. 
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Fig.2: Commutator Segment Arrangement (S.G.E) 

8B.    Commutator in the modified SGE instrument of S.Rly PTJ make:  This design is 

different from the C. Rly  Byculla make (SGE)  

In the S. Rly PTJ make instrument the commutator shaft carries six rotary contacts.  

Six segments are mounted on a shaft and six contact springs are fixed vertically on 

either side of the segments on to the base for this purpose. 

Use of contact springs:  

Two pairs of springs – used for Line Clear Indication circuit. 

Two pairs of springs – used for Train on Line indication circuit. 

One pair of springs   -  used for initiation of block clearance circuit.(i.e. ZR circuit) 

One pair of springs   -  used for completion of Block clearance circuit (i.e. ZR and its 

stick circuit) 
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 Fig.3: Commutator Contacts (Rear View) in S.Rly PTJ make instrument. 

 

8C.     Commutator in the IRS type double line block instrument of E.Rly HWH make: 

In the E. Rly HWH make instrument, the function of commutator is achieved with the 
design of 9 way drum with slotted segments. 
 
Contacts are closed when split spring strips are made to move over these segments 
when the commutator is operated. 
 

9.        Commutator Lock or Train on Line Lock:   

           A lock is provided on the Commutator Handle in order to fulfill the essentials of (Lock 

and Block Working) interlocking between signals and Block instrument on Double 

Line. Means shall be arranged to prevent Line Clear being given by the Block station 

in advance, until the preceding train has cleared the Block Section, the overlap and 

also the Block Signals have been replaced  to ON.   

The Commutator Handle is free to be turned  

(i) from Line Closed to Line Clear 
(ii) from Line Clear to Line Closed. and  
(iii) from Line Closed to Train on Line. 
 

The lock is effective only in TOL position, that too „conditionally‟ such that  
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(i) the commutator Handle is locked when it is turned from Line Clear to TOL in 
connection with a running train for which Line Clear has been granted and the lock is 
released electrically by the arrival of the train for which Line Clear is granted. and  
 

(ii) the Commutator Handle is not locked in TOL position when it is turned directly from 
Line Closed to Train on Line in connection with a non-running train (i.e. in case of 
Block Forward for shunting in advance of LSS at the rear station). As there is no lock 
in TOL position when the commutator is turned directly from Line Closed to TOL for 
Block Forward operation, the commutator is brought back to Line Closed position 
after the shunting train returns clearing the FVT.   
 

(iii) This helps to restore SR at the rear station which is de-energised during shunting 
over FVT.  Otherwise SR drops due to shunting over FVT cutting off the stick feed to 
SR and resulting in Failure of LSS when Line Clear is granted for a train after the 
Block Forward shunting operation.   
 

10A. Conditional TOL Locking by Mechanical means of holding:   

           The Lock on commutator is also called „Door-Lock‟. This conditional Locking on 

Commutator is achieved by a special mechanical arrangement called Door Lock 

mechanism in SGE type (Byculla C.Rly make) and HWH E. Rly make).   

            The armature of the electromagnet is normally (i.e. when not energised) prevented 

from falling on the commutator disc due to a mechanical catch (Holding Pawl).  When 

the commutator is turned to the "Line Clear" position from Line Closed, the pin of the 

bell plunger pushes the holding pawl aside and the armature drops on the periphery 

of the commutator disc.  

           Normally a small releasing lever at the top rests on a holding pin at the back of the 

holding pawl at its top end.  When the holding pawl moves aside this lever drops as it 

is pivotted at one end and has the releasing bracket attached to its middle.  This 

release lever on falling down comes to rest on a resting pin and presses against the 

holding pin and prevents the holding pawl from returning to its original position.   

           After having been turned to 'Line Clear' if the commutator is turned to 'Train On Line' 

position the armature, resting on the commutator disc, drops into the locking notch of 

commutator.  This locks the commutator and it can be released only when the door 

lock coil is energised and its armature attracted out of the notch, which will happen 

only when the train for which Line Clear was granted has arrived inside the block 

clearance point at the advanced station and the reception signals have also been put 

back to danger behind the train, satisfying the conditions of Lock and Block working.  
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When the door lock coil is energised the attracted armature lifts up the releasing 

bracket which in turn pushes up the release lever.   

          The release lever having been lifted and there being no obstruction against the 

holding pin, the holding pawl swings back to its normal position below the armature 

ready to catch the armature when it drops down after the door lock coil having been 

de-energised.  

           If the armature should get stuck up due to residual magnetism or any mechanical 
defect there would not be any locking of the commutator in the TOL position, the 
instrument would become a "free" block instrument instead of "Lock & Block".In order 
to prevent this Locking bracket is attached to the top of the commutator disc, so that 
when the armature is attracted out of the Locking notch of the commutator disc when 
the door lock coil being energised, it gets into the notch of the Locking bracket and 
during the operation of the Commutator Handle from TOL to Line Closed ,the 
armature is forced dropped. 

 
           In the latest instruments the notch cut on the bracket is made sloping (instead of a 

rectangular one), so that if the armature once electrically attracted out of the locking 
notch of the commutator disc and held up due to residual magnetism or a mechanical 
defect it shall be forced down on its holding pawl when the commutator is turned from 
TOL to Line Closed position, thereby avoiding a failure, which would otherwise result 
in suspension of Block Working.   

 
           In normal working the Block Clearance circuit is so arranged that after the arrival of 

the train inside the Block clearance point, when the Home Signal lever is replaced to 
Normal, and the Bell Plunger pressed, the door lock coil is only momentarily 
energised, to release the locking from the commutator disc and the armature would 
come to rest on the holding pawl after the coil having been de-energised.   

 
           Since the entire safety of Block working depends on the proper functioning of the 

Commutator Lock , it is vital that the functioning of Commutator Lock and Door Lock 
Mechanism  is thoroughly checked and attended during the periodical overhauling.  It 
should also be checked carefully and thoroughly during the periodical inspections by 
JE/SE/SSE of the section as ready laid down to avoid unsafe conditions. 
 The mechanical details of the door lock mechanism are shown in figure 4. 
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Fig.4: SGE Block Instrument Door Lock Arrangement 

The door lock coil is wound to resistance of 50 Ohms and requires a working current 

of 200 Ma. 

 

10B. Conditional TOL Locking by Electrical means of holding: 

 
           In S.Rly PTJ type modified Block Instrument the conditional locking on the 

Commutator Lock/TOL Lock is achieved by using additional Commutator Contact 
called TOL/LB and the associated relay eliminating the mechanical components of 
Door Lock Mechanism available in the other two types namely Byculla and HWH. 
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11.      Half Notch / Auxillary Notch:  
  
           We have seen from the circuit that the SR relay that is dropped at the sending end on 

entry of the train in the Block Section picks up when the commutator is turned to TOL 

at the receiving end. SR once picked up gets a stick feed so that a subsequent 

change of PR relay contact does not affect SR.  

           For reason of safety it is essential that the commutator having been turned to TOL 

allowing SR to pick up at the distant end must get locked in TOL position. Vide SEM 

18.16. The commutator handle is locked first before the‟ Train on line‟ indication 

appears on the indication when the handle is turned from „ Line clear‟ to „Train on line‟ 

position. 

 
If the turning of commutator is done sluggishly a situation may arise in that the TOL 

contacts are made, but the commutator is not locked in TOL position as shown in Fig. 

5(i). 

Fig. 5(i) Commutator Disc without Half Notch 

     Unsafe Condition: TOL Contact close but commutator not locked 
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Fig. 5(ii):  Commutator Disc with Half notch 

 

 

 

Fig. 5(iii): Commutator Disc with half notch (TOL Contact not closed) 

   Safe Condition: Armature falls into Half Notch to lock the commutator well in 

advance of TOL Contact making 

 

Under this condition even though a train has occupied the Block Section the 

commutator can be normalised and second line clear granted which is unsafe. 

With the provision of Half /Auxiliary Notch as shown in Fig. 5(ii) in the same situation 

the commutator is prevented from being turned to line closed and therefore, the 

possibility of granting another line clear is avoided. (Refer Fig.No.5 ). 
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12.      Polarised Relay:   

 

           In lock and block the clearing of the last stop signal at a station must be dependent 

on the 'Line Clear' indication on the Block Instrument.  As there are no relays in this 

instrument, a separate polar relay has to be included in series with the top indicator 

and the last stop signal is controlled through the same.   

          The relay has one arm with three positions. When there is no current flowing through 

the relay the arm remains in the centre. With the Line Clear indication on the top 

indicator the direction of current through the relay is suitable to move the arm to the 

line clear position to complete the last stop signal control circuit.   

          In the Train On Line (TOL) position of the indicator the direction of current is suitable 

to complete the circuit for a stick relay, the front contact of which is included in the 

last stop signal control circuit.  The IRS specifications of this polarised relay is S31 / 

80 and having a coil resistance of 77 Ohms. It works on a rated current of 25 mA. 

13.     Signalling a Train:   

          The following is the method of signalling a train from station A to B. 

„A‟ calls attention by giving one bell beat on his bell plunger, B acknowledges. 'A' then 

asks for line clear by sending the prescribed code of bell signals on the bell plunger.  

'B' acknowledges the "Is Line Clear" (if he is prepared to receive the train) by 

repeating the same and keeping the bell plunger pressed on the last beat of the 

signal (to release the mechanical lock on the commutator), turns the commutator to 

right from "Line Closed" position. This brings "Line Clear" Indication at „B' station 

bottom indicator and the top indicator at A. Various typical Indication circuits in Vogue 

are shown in figures 7A and 7B, 8A and 8B. The current now passes through the 

polarised relay attracts its armature to close the Last Stop Signal Circuit. Last Stop 

Signal is cleared. 
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Fig.6: Block Bell circuit 
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                     Fig.7A: Indication and Bell Circuit (SGE Type Block Instrument) 
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Fig. 7B: Wiring diagram of (9 Segment) Double Line Block Instrument 

IRS type E. Rly. HWH make 
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          Train enters section and on the actuation of the 'FVT' by the engine the LSS goes 

back to 'ON' automatically.  'A' gives train entering section signal on the bell plunger.  

'B' acknowledges the same by repeating it and keeping the plunger pressed on the 

last beat, turns the commutator through 40 deg anticlockwise, from 'Line Clear' 

position to "Train On Line" position.   

           Now the bottom indicator at 'B' and top indicator at 'A' register "Train On Line" 

indication.  The circuit for this is shown in figures 8A and 8B. The commutator at „B‟ is 

now locked at TOL position. 

                                          

 

                                Fig.8A: Indication Circuit 

 

                                                Fig.8B: Indication Circuit  
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         'B' takes off reception signals for the train and on its arrival inside the block clearance 

point (on actuation of the tracks circuit) the reception signals go back to danger and 

the levers are restored to Normal.  The door lock coil is energised momentarily and 

then de-energised. This releases the lock on the commutator. 'B' turns his 

commutator to line closed position. Then 'B' gives the trains out of section signal 

which is acknowledged by 'A'. 

 
14.     Last Stop Signal Control Circuit: 

 

Each railway adopts their own circuit for the LSS control as well as Block Release. 

But the basic requirements remain the same.  The circuit shown in Fig. 9 is the one 

which is adopted by one of the railways.  Stick relays SR1 and SR2 (QNAI type) are 

normally in the energised condition.  The front contact of these relays are proved in 

the LCPR. (Line clear proving relay) pick up circuit.   

The important point of including the front contacts of SR1, SR2 relays in the LCPR 

circuit is to ensure that the LSS can be taken OFF only for "One train on one line 

clear".  When line clear is granted from Station 'B' (advanced station) by operating the 

commutator to line clear position the PR is operated to make “LC” contact  at Station 

'A' (rear station) so as to complete the LSS circuit such as +ve of battery - fuse - 

FVTR (Front) - LSS DR(Back) - LSS-Lever(Normal) - PR operated LC contact-  SR1 

(Front) . SR2(Front) - LCPR coil and to -ve.   

Now when the lever of LSS is reversed, through the lever (R) band the green aspect 

control relay of LSS - DR picks up as: +ve of battery - fuse - FVTR (F)-SM.YR(Front) 

- SR1 (Front).  SR2(Front) . LCPR(Front)- LSS-Lever(Reverse)  LSS. DR Coil - LSS-

Lever(Reverse) and -ve of the battery. 

Note: (i) In this circuit the LSS.DR (Back) and LSS lever (Normal) band are by 

passed by LCPR (Front) to ensure that LCPR is held through its own front contact 

when the LSS is taken OFF. 

(ii). The LCPR(Front) is by passed by DECR of LSS DG is to ensure that once the 

LSS is taken OFF on proper line clear it cannot be replaced to ON by any interruption 

to PR due to line break or mismanipulation of commutator at Station B. 

(iii). The (Reverse) band of LSS - Lever is incorporated in both the +ve and -ve limbs 

of DR with (Normal) band across the relay is to effect cross protection. 

(iv). If QNA1 relays are used for SRs then it is essential to use 2 QNA1 relays as SR1 

and SR2.  The idea of this is to maintain that the pick up time of SR shall not be less 

than 300 ms.  This time delay is necessary to ensure that the SR does not pick up (to 
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re-clear the LSS after a train admitted into the section) due to momentary swinging 

action of the armature of the PR and making TOL contact when the commutator of 

the instrument at the advanced station is accidentally or deliberately brought back to 

Line Closed and again operated to Line Clear Position before the arrival of the train 

into the station. 

(v)  The pick up circuit of LCPR is first taken through LSS. DR(Back) and LSS-

L(Normal) to prove that line clear is received ensuring that the concerned Last Stop 

Signal is at "ON" while receiving line clear. 

 

Fig.9: LSS Control Circuit 
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15.     Block Release Circuit:   

The commutator at the advanced station is locked in „TOL” position when it is brought 

from “Line Clear” to “TOL” position and can be brought to "Line Closed" only when 

the commutator lock is released after arrival of the train inside the block clearance 

point and the reception signals have been put back to Normal.  The circuit details to 

achieve this condition are shown in figure 9 and 9A. 

Two closed track circuits (3/4) AT, (3/4) BT (not less than two rail length each) 

adjacent to each other are provided just in advance of the Home Signal. When the 

train for which line clear is given being received on proper reception signal the first 

track (3/4) AT having occupied by the train, the relay (3/4) ATPR drops and through 

the back contact of this relay the first relay of the block release circuit (UP) ZR1 picks 

up and stick.  The circuit for this is:- 

Battery +ve - fuse - (UP) - ZR3(Back) - (3/4) ATPR(Back) - (3/4)BTPR(Front) - any 

one of the H-S lever (Reverse) band - (UP) ZR2(Back) - (UP) ZR1 relay coil and 

battery -ve.  The stick path for this is made available through one of its own front 

contacts. 

Further when the train is on its run comes on the second track, (3/4) BT, the relay 

(3/4) BTR drops and on clearance of (3/4) AT the ATPR picks up.  Now the second 

block release relay (UP) ZR2 picks up through:  B +ve - fuse - (UP) ZR3(Back) - (3/4) 

ATPR (Front) - (3/4) BTPR (Back) - (UP) ZR1 (Front) - (UP) ZR2 relay coil and -ve of 

the battery and sticks through one of its own front contacts.  The relay (UP) ZR2 must 

be of slow to release feature as this is essential to pick up the final block release 

relay (UP) ZR3 without any interruption.  The pick up circuit for this is self 

explanatory.  The (UP) ZR3 on its picking up disconnects the feed to the other two 

relays (UP) ZR1 and (UP) ZR2 by opening its back contact and sticks through one of 

its own front contacts. 

When the (UP) ZR2 picks up it gives an audible and visual indication to remind the 

SM to operate the commutator of the respective block instrument to TOL if it is not 

already done by him to complete the sequence of operations for the entry and arrival 

of the train into the station. 

The relay (UP) ZR3 when it picks up complete the circuit to energise the lock coil of 

the commutator when the plunger is pressed through the relevant normal contacts of 

Reception Signal‟s levers and back contact of signal‟s controlling and lamp checking 

relays so as to release the lock and restore the commutator back to "Line Closed" 

position. 
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By adopting this circuit a relaxation is done to avoid block failure without jeopardising 

the safety facilitating the operation of commutator from line clear to TOL and back to 

line close even after arrival of the train into the Station. 

Note:  i) The word Up and Dn represents for the direction of train movements. 

ii) The prefixed numerical No. (3/4) represents the Home Signal Number. 

 
 

Fig.10: Block Release Circuit (Mechanical Holding) 
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Fig.10A: Block Release Circuit (Electrical Holding) 
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Fig.11: For interchanging of contacts in Siemens installation 

In Siemens installation contacts of „Q‟ Series relays of LCR/SR, Advance starter and Block 

release circuit may be interchanged as per the above diagramme. 

 

16.     Auto TOL Feature in the system of Double Line Block Working: 
 

As one of the latest modifications in the system of Double Line Block working the 
AUTO TOL system is introduced to get a buzzer and TOL indication automatically at 
the train receiving station when the train enters the block section from the train 
sending station. 
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In the existing SGE Double Line Block working, if the receiving end SM fails to turn 
the Block Handle to TOL position promptly,  we find a contradicting indication that the 
train is in the Block Section where as the Bottom indicator is indicating Line Clear.  
  
At times, due to turning the commutator inadvertently, we find another disputable 
condition that the train has not entered the Block Section but the indication assumes 
TOL which is termed as premature TOL. In such a case a Block Failure results.  
 
To obviate these difficulties it is proposed to introduce automatic train on line feature 
in the existing SGE Double Line Block Instruments in a phased manner. 
 
The system of such working adopted by one of the railways is shown in Fig.11.  
When a train enters the block section from Station A on proper line clear the FVT 
track is actuated and this causes a momentary disconnection to the line circuit. This 
momentary disconnection to the line enable a magnetic latch relay AR (QL1) at 
Station 'B' to be operated.  The operating circuit is as:-  B +ve ZR(B) and ZR1(B) - 
LR(Back) - LPR(Front) - R1R2 of AR  coil and to -ve of battery.  
  
As soon as this relay is operated, through one of the 'R' contacts of this relay the 
polarity of indication battery changes as +ve to earth and -ve to line duly bringing the 
TOL indications automatically in the respective indicators at Station B and A.   
 
In addition to this a Buzzer is also switched on at Station B automatically through one 
of the operated R contacts of AR. On receiving the Buzzer the SM at Station B 
operates the commutator of the instrument to TOL and this action not only operates 
the magnetic latch relay to Normal but also stop the buzzer.  The commutator is now 
locked at TOL. 
 
Note:  
 i) The relay LR & LPR are used to effect the condition for operation of latch relay AR 
(QLI). 
ii)  The inclusion of LCZR (N) and AR (N) in the line circuit is to prove that positive 
operation of AR is taken place to change the polarity of indication battery to register 
the appearance of TOL indication on the dials. 
iii) The relay LCZR is used to ensure that the sequence of operations are taken 
place. 
iv) The parallel path of LSSRP (Back) to FVTR (Front) is to ensure that the indication 

on the dial is not interrupted so long the train is on FVT. 
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Fig.12: Circuit for Auto TOL feature in Double Block Working 
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17.    Lock of Commutator Block Handle:     

        A lock with SM‟s key is provided for locking the commutator block handle in all the 3 

positions by the operator, the arrangement of which is given in Drg.No.12. 

                                           

Fig.13: Commutator Locking Arrangement 

18.    Board’s instructions for examination of Double Line Block Working: 

 

          Based on the recommendations of the committee appointed by the Railway Board to 

examine the working of the Double Line Block Instruments particularly the SGE Type 

which is most commonly used, the Rly. Board have issued some instructions vide 

their letter No.81/104/SG/G/3 dt. 30-4-85. Some important instructions are given 

below:- 

1. Shelf type relays or QSPA1 type or two Nos. of QNA1 Type relays in tandem with 

a minimum pick up time of 300 ms should only be used in stick relay circuit SR. 

2. Polarised relays conforming to IRS-S31-80 should only be used in the block 

circuits. However, AEI-GRS polarised relays with contact gap of 1.5 mm and 

minimum pick up current of 16 mA can be allowed to continue till they are 

progressively replaced with polarised relays conforming to IRS-S31-80. 

3. 3-position polarised relays should be overhauled once in 10-12 yrs. 

4. All block instruments should be manufactured only to IRS design. 
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5. All the block instruments manufactured in the Railway Workshop also should be 

duly inspected by RDSO. 

6. Sequential clearance of two Track circuits should be provided for block clearance. 

7. If any of the following conditions are observed, the lock and block should be 

treated as defective and its working suspended:- 

i)  the last stop signal is not restored to ON position automatically by the passage of 

the train. 

ii) if it is found possible to take OFF the last stop signal without containing the "Line 

Clear" indication on the instrument. 

iii) if the block instruments commutator could be turned  from TOL to Line Clear 

position without the arrival of train. 

iv) When the block instrument shows erratic movements of the indicators or is 

defective in any other way. 
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19.    The system of Double Line Block Working adopted by RDSO/LKO is as shown 

in the circuit diagram No.14 

 
Fig.14: Typical Circuit for SGE Block Instrument for Auto TOL 

facility. 
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STUDY OF SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS FOR AUTO TOL AS PER DRG.NO. 13. 

STATION –A 
 
ASTR     ASTPR     ASSR     
 
(These Relays are normally energised 
when there is no train in the Block 
section) 
 

 

STATION – B 
 
  I.  BSR      
 (This relay is normal energized )  
Commutator is turned to Line Clear   
Position to grant Line Clear. 

 
LCR and sticks. Block battery connected 
to line and earth. 
 
TC KR   
TCKPR 

 
II. PR     (When PR is in Line Clear, the 
Line Clear contact  LC is made) 
 
LCPR 
 
ASDR    ( when slide is reversed) 
LSS is taken OFF   
Train enters the section 
ASTR     is actuated 
 
ASTR 
 
ASTPR 
 
ASSR   (Line circuit is opened) 
PR  
 

 
III.  TCKR      
TCKPR    (Slow to release)  
                 
BSR     
 
TOLR   and stick and now the battery 
polarity is connected as +ve to line and 
 –ve to earth. 
TCKR  
TCKPR  
TOL indication appears instead of LCK. 
and TOL  Buzzer sounds SM operates 
COMM. to TOL. TOL Buzzer stops. 
 
LCR       

IV. PR    makes its TOL contact, Line Clear 
indication disappears; TOL indication 
appears. 
 
ASTR    
ASTPR         After the train  
ASSR           clears the ASTR 
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V. Train is received on Home Signal. 
 
HS.ATPR    
 QRI          Operated sequentially 
HS.BTPR                     and finally  
 
 
HS.ATPR    
   QR         Operated sequentially 
HS.BTPR                     and finally    
 
HS.BTPR   QR     Operates train arrival buzzer 
 
QR                   Energizes DC to release the  
BSR                 the COMM. Lock 
TOLR  
  

SM operates TAR. ACK. Button and  
operates COOM. to Line Closed. 
 
TOLR  
TCKR  
TCKPR       
TOL indication disappear Line closed  
indication appears.  
 
 BSR    and sticks  
 Train arrival buzzer stops. 

VI. PR         
TOL indication disappear Line closed  
indication appears.  

 

 

20.    Statement showing some of the main differences between the three types of 

Double Line Block Instruments. 

Sr.

No. 

Name of the part BY. C. Rly Make PTJ S. Rly 

Make 

HWH E. Rly Make 

1. Contact 

arrangement 

4 pairs of spring 

contact (Finger 

type) mounted 

inside the 

instrument, 

contacts are closed 

by brass segments 

6 way circuit 

controller type 

and the 

contacts are 

closed in a 

rotary form 

when the 

9 way drum type 

with slotted 

segments.  

Contacts are 

closed when split 

spring strips are 

made to move 
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when a Fan shaped 

ebonite piece 

operated by 

commutator 

commutator is 

operated. 

over these 

segments when 

commutator is 

operated. 

2. Telephone and Bell 

set. 

Provided externally 

in separate 

housing. 

Provided 

internally in 

one housing 

Provided externally 

in separate 

housing. 

3. Polarised Relay. Provided as a part 

of instrument 

externally 

Provided as a 

part of 

instrument 

internally 

Provided as a part 

of instrument 

externally 

4. Door Lock 

Mechanism 

arrangement 

Mechanical stick Electrical stick  Mechanical stick 

5. SM‟s Lock Not effective on 

Locking Bell 

plunger 

Effective on 

Locking Bell 

plunger also 

Not effective on 

Locking Bell 

plunger 

6. Duplicate Lock 

arrangements 

Not provided Provided Provided 

7. Auto – TOL- 

Buzzer/ Indication 

Not provided Provided Not provided 

8. Resistance of Door 

coil/TOL lock coil  

50 Ohms 48 Ohms 14.8 Ohms 

9. Working current of 

Door coil/TOL Lock 

coil 

200 mA 250 mA 250 mA 

10. Resistance of Bell 

Relay 

500 Ohms 400 Ohms 400 Ohms 

11. Working current of 

Bell relay 

20 mA 25 mA 25 mA 

12. Resistance of Bell 

Coil 

60 Ohms 48 Ohms 30 Ohms 

 

Note:  Polarised relay when provided externally with a Double Line Block Instrument 
shall be kept in a wooden box and box will be sealed with sealing arrangement. 
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21. METHOD OF SIGNALLING A TRAIN ON DOUBLE LINE BLOCK INSTRUMENTS 

The following is the Method of signalling a train from Station X to Station Y. 
X asks Y for Line Clear. Y turns the Commutator handle of his Instrument to Line 
Clear (green) Indication. This changes the bottom indicator of Y to Line Clear (green) 
indication and the top Indicator of X to Line Clear (green) indication, At the same 
time. this connects the battery at Y to line and picks up the polarised relay at X so as 
to close the Line Clear contact of the polarised relay. 
 
Through the Line Clear contact of the relay, the LSS is cleared and the train enters 
the block section. On getting the Train Entering section signal from station X, station 
Y turns the Commutator  handle to TOL  position, thereby changing the indications to 
the Train On Line (Red) at  both the stations. 
 
Once station Y turns the commutator handle to TOL position, the handle gets locked 

in that position. The Electro- magnet controlling, this lock can be energised only after 

the arrival of the train which shall operate the last vehicle track circuits, sequentially. 

Once the home signal is taken off at Y station the train enters the station and 
occupies and clears the LVT track circuits. This occupation and clearance of the track 
circuits releases the TOL lock, thereby permitting the commutator handle to be turned 
to line Closed Position. 
 

22. FAILURE OF DOUBLE LINE BLOCK INSTRUMENTS: 
 

The Block Instruments shall be considered to have failed and block working 
suspended in the following circumstances --  
(a) When the indications on the 'Train Going To' dial at X do not correspond with the 

indications of the 'Train Coming From' dial at Y. 

(b) When ever there is reason to believe that there is contact between the Block and 

any other circuit. 

Note:  If an intermittent contact exists between the block and the circuit an irregular 
movement of the indicator or irregular bell beats or both will be observed.  

If permanent contact exists there may be a permanent wrong indication or bell beats 
or both.  

A contact between block wires might cause signals given on the instrument to be 
repeated on the neighboring instrument or change of indications in the instruments. 

(c) When a train arrives at a station without "Line Clear". 

Not : In this case the irregularity shall be reported as an accident unless the Driver is 

in possession of an -Authority to Proceed Without Line Clear". 
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(d)  If the Block Instrument or its battery counter is found without seals or locks. 

(e)   Whenever Single Line working is introduced. 

(f)    When the dial indicator glass is broken. 

(g)  If the Operating Handle can be restored from „Train On Line' position to 'Line 

Closed'‟ position  before complete arrival of the train. 

(h)   Where the Operating Handle cannot be turned to 'Train On Line' or 'Line Clear' 

or to 'Line Closed' in the process of granting or cancelling line Clear. 

(i)     Where signals on the bell are not received distinctly or fail altogether. 

(j)   When a train which has entered the block section on Line Clear" is pushed  

backed for any reason into the station. 

K)     If it is known that the instrument is defective in any way not specified above. 

23.             Installation:   (General) 

 Block Instrument shall be of approved type only. 

 The table or other fixture on which instrument are placed must be substantial 

and  the instruments are securely fixed there on. 

 All wires or cables shall be in accordance with the Indian Railway standard 

specification or other approved specification. 

 Lighting dischargers shall not be located inside the block instrument but installed 

separately and shall be the demarcating point for test purposes. 

 Where two or more block instruments are located in the same room, they shall 

be fitted with bell unit/ bell buzzers of distinctive tones. 

 

                    Protection measures against power line parallelism: 

                   (As per SEM Para) 

                    

                   It shall be ensured that induced voltage due to power line parallelism does not 

exceed 150 Volt and the short circuit fault current does not exceed 430V  as per 

prescribed by CCITT. 

                   If the induced voltage goes beyond these limits, Overhead block circuit shall be 

transferred to an under ground telecom. PET Quad cable/OFC/Radio, so as to 

bring the induced voltage within the permissible limits. 

                  Since the immunity of PR relay is only up to 10 Volt, block filters shall be used in 

all block instruments using this relay where this limit is exceeded. 
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Earth: 
 
A separate earth shall be provided for each instrument. The earth shall be of an 

approved type and buried at a depth not less than 1.5 m and at a distance not 

less than 2.5 m from any other earth. The resistance of the earth should not be 

more than 10 ohms.   

 

The length of the earth wire shall be as short as possible and cross section of 

wire not smaller than size of the line wire and in any case shall not be smaller 

than 4 mm dia. The earth wire shall not have any sharp bend and spiral. Earth 

wire should be adequately protected from mechanical injury and be efficiently 

connected to the Earth. All connections to the earth shall be well soldered.                  

                                                                                                 

        Double Line Block instruments: 
        (As pre SEM para 18.14 to 18.20) 

 

 Quick acting relays shall not be used for stick circuits of the block instrument. 

Shelf type relays or alternatively two AC immunized plug-in type “Q” series 

relays connected in tandem or one “Q” series slow to pick up AC immunized 

relay shall only be used. The total pick up time of relays shall not be less than 

300 ms.    

 DC 3- position polarized line relay of approve type shall only be used in the line 

circuit for block working. 

 Block release shall be by the operation of two track circuits sequentially.  

 

          Testing at the time of installation: 
 

 Check that commutator handle is locked first before “Train on Line” indication 

appears on the indicator when handle is turned from “Line Clear” to “Train On 

Line” position.  

 Check that the block clearance relay picks up only after the commutator is 

turned to “Train On Line” position.  

 Check that Last Stop signal can not be taken “OFF” when the commutator is in 

other than Line Clear position.  

  Check that the Last Stop signal is automatically replaced to “ON” position         

when train enters the block section and continues to remain “ON” position until 

the train has arrived at the receiving station and a fresh “Line Clear” is 

obtained.  
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 Check that when the commutator is turned from “Line Closed” position to “Train  

On Line“position, the commutatior is free for return to “Line Closed” position.  

 

24. Maintenance:  (General Instructions) 
 

 Maintainer shall ensure by a fortnightly check that. 

 Electrical or mechanical locks are in a condition that they are not liable to be 

forced. 

 Indicators operate fully and return to the normal position correctly when 

released.  

 All contacts are clean and free from pitting. If surfaces are pitted, they shall be 

cleaned with chamois leather and refurbished. 

 Relay armatures are free and return to normal position when no current is 

flowing. 

 All wiring is in good condition and free from joints. Joints, wherever necessary, 

are properly soldered and insulated.  

 All terminal screws, lock nuts and locking screws are kept tight and split pins 

opened.  

 All batteries are kept clean terminal tight and free from dirt and corrosion. 

 Lighting and power protective devices and earth connections are effective and in 

good condition. 

 Block instrument telephone, its flexible cord and the condenser or other means 

provided for isolating the telephone from the block instrument circuit are in good 

condition. The isolation is such that there is no direct path for the current to flow 

from one circuit to other.  

 Receiver diaphragms are not buckled and are at the correct distance from the 

pole pieces. 

 Receiver ear piece fits correctly and is screwed tight.  

 When a pair of block instruments of a block section falls in different contiguous 

Railway/Division, both instruments and associated block equipments shall be 

maintained by one agency. 

 Periodical overhauling interval shall not exceed seven years for double line 

block instrument. The associated polarised relay shall also be overhauled along 

with the block instrument.  

 Block Earths and their connections shall be examined at a interval of not more 

than one month by Section Engineer/Signal and at intervals of three months by 

Senior Section Engineer/Signal.  
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 Block Earth shall be tested for resistance at intervals of not more than 12 

months by the Section Engineer/Signal or Senior Section Engineer /Signal. 

Where the earth exceeds 10 ohm, action shall be taken to reduce the earth by 

providing additional earths in parallel. 

 In AC electrified areas, two different earth shall be provided for Discharger and 

Block Earth.  

 The four terminal condenser used in filter shall be connected in such a way that 

the D.C. circuit is completed through the plate or foil of the condensers. 

It shall be ensured that any break in the foil or Earth connections, which might 

affect the efficiency of the filter, puts the circuit itself out of use.  

 

24.1. Maintenance (Detailed Instructions) : Double Line Block Instruments 

 

 Locking assembly shall be replaced during each overhauling irrespective of its 

condition. It shall also be ensured that all parts of the instrument which go under 

wear and tear are replaced at the time of overhauling as per approved 

instructions.  

 

25.       Maintenance Schedule: 

Sr. 
No. 

Double Line Bloch Instrument Signal 
Maintainer 

JE/Signal SSE/Signal 

1. Check the locking and sealing F M Q 

2. Check whether the instrument due 
for overhauling. 

------- M Q 

3. Check and ensure full deflection of 
indicators  

F M Q 

4. Check that polarised relay returning  
to its normal position when no 
current is flowing 

F M Q 

5. Check that electrical and 
mechanical locks are in proper 
condition. 

F M Q 

6. Check all contacts are clean and 
free from pitting. 

F M Q 

7. Check all springs are good 
condition and kept properly 
adjusted 

F M Q 

8. Check that all terminal screws and 
lock nuts are kept tight and split 
pins opened.    

F M Q 

9. Check block and telephone W M Q 
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batteries are kept clean, terminals 
tight and free from dirt or corrosion. 
Record the values of the batteries. 

10. Check whether LSS can be taken 
“OFF” without Line Clear.   

F M Q 

11. Check the release circuits for 
proper making and effective  
proving of all contacts. 

------- M Q 

12 Check telephone and its cord. F M Q 

13 Measure line current. Q Q Q 
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